Frontal and parietal components of enhanced somatosensory evoked potentials: a comparison between pathological and pharmacologically induced conditions.
Pathologically enhanced somatosensory evoked potentials (giant SEPs) were recorded in 10 patients with cortical myoclonus of various origins. With non-cephalic reference electrodes a giant frontal negativity corresponding to normal N30 was found over the contra- and ipsilateral hemispheres which was not simply a phase reversal of the well-known enhanced parietal P25. The preceding far-field P14, parietal N20 and frontal P22 were of normal size. A similar result was found when SEPs were studied during the action of etomidate, an ultrashort-acting non-barbiturate hypnotic which produced a marked increase of the parietal P25 and frontal N30 after intravenous administration. These increased components, on the other hand, were abolished when recording was repeated immediately after application of electroconvulsive shock whereas P14, N20, and P22 remained more or less unchanged in both conditions. Our results indicate that there are neuronal elements in the sensorimotor cortex which are more resistant to influences such as narcotic drugs and seizure activity than others, being highly modifiable by these alterations. It is speculated whether these highly modifiable cortical systems are those in which giant SEPs, as well as pharmacologically increased SEP components, arise.